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1. Introduction 
The Armenian community in Jerusalem was first established somewhere between the third and 
fifth centuries, and since that time has remained relatively isolated from the rest of the 
Armenian-speaking world. It has furthermore been subjected to a degree of Arabic influence that 
is quite uncommon among Armenian linguistic communities. For these reasons, it is not 
surprising that a distinctive dialect of Armenian has emerged in the Armenian Quarter of 
Jerusalem.  
 Strangely, though, this dialect has never been studied by Armenologists or linguists, and 
is not generally known outside of the Armenian community in Israel. (Mention of the Armenian 
dialect of Jerusalem is notably absent in the standard works on Armenian dialectology and in the 
Soviet Armenian Encyclopedia, for example.) Those who do know about the distinctive speech 
of the Jerusalem Armenians generally consider it to be “bad Armenian” supplemented by words 
                                                 

 A thousand thanks to Vartan Abdo, Arpine, †Antranig Bakirjian, Chris Davis, Yeghia 
Dikranian, Hagop Hachikian, Garo Hagopian, Vartuhi Hokeyan, Tavit Kaplanian, Arshag 
Merguerian, Madeleine Habosian Derderian, Shushan Teager, Abraham Terian, Rose 
Varzhabedian, Aram Khachadurian, and Apkar Zakarian for all of the hours they devoted to 
assisting me with this project.  
 The transcription employed here is that of REArm; linguists should note the following 
oddities of this system: 
 <¬> represents a voiced uvular fricative, IPA [“]. 
 <x> represents a voiceless uvular fricative, IPA [X]. 
 <j> represents a voiced alveopalatal affricate, IPA [dz]. 
 <c> represents a voiceless alveopalatal affricate, IPA [ts]. 
 An inverted apostrophe after a letter indicates aspiration; e.g. <k‘> = IPA [kh]. 

The following symbols are also employed for Arabic and Turkish forms: 
 symbol description IPA value example 
 ä low front vowel [Q] English man 
 ö mid front rounded vowel [ø] French peur ‘fear’ 
 ü high front rounded vowel [y] French lune ‘moon’ 
 ¹ mid central vowel [√] English hut 
 â long a [A:] American English rod 
 î long i [i:] English see 
 û long u [u:] English do 
 q voiceless uvular stop [q] 
 G voiced uvular stop [G] 
 Œ glottal stop [/] English uh-oh 
 ¸ voiceless pharyngeal fricative [] 
 ¿ voiced pharyngeal fricative [÷] 
 Ì not pronounced in Standard Turkish, but a voiced velar or uvular fricative in some 

nonstandard dialects. 
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and expressions drawn from the local language, Arabic. (Hebrew is a relatively recent 
introduction and has not had significant influence on Jerusalem Armenian.) Generalizations of 
this sort are not peculiar to the Jerusalem dialect; one frequently hears similar proclamations 
made in reference to the Armenian varieties spoken in France, Greece, the United States, and 
elsewhere in the Diaspora. These are nothing more than unfounded folk myths; in the case of the 
Jerusalem dialect, for example, careful linguistic analysis reveals that it is as robust and 
systematic as any other variety of Armenian, literary or otherwise.  
 Another popular take on the Jerusalem dialect is to view it as a source of folk wisdom 
and humor. One expatriate k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i observed that it is common for Armenians in the know to 
sit around the fire and make fun of how the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is talk; he added that an Armenian group in 
New Jersey even composed and performed a skit making fun of the dialect. Others have a more 
negative view; one younger k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i observed to me, “my grandma is still alive and you 
should hear her k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i accent. Luckily I don’t have it.” 
 The sorts of reasoning outlined above may be largely responsible for the lack of 
scholarship on the Jerusalem dialect. If, the reasoning goes, the language spoken by the 
Jerusalem Armenians is merely incompletely-learned standard Armenian augmented by Arabic 
words when the speaker does not know the proper Armenian forms, then the language should not 
be considered as a dialect per se and does not merit special study. Those who support this 
position maintain that in order to be considered a dialect, the idiom under discussion must show 
ancient dialect forms, linguistic innovations that cannot be attributed to simple borrowing from 
the superstrate language of the area, and so on. 
 In fact, my investigations thus far have revealed that the Jerusalem dialect contains many 
such features. Before discussing these features, though, we should first specify what we mean 
when we refer to the Jerusalem dialect. There are at least three distinct varieties of Armenian, 
identified with two main subparts of the community in and around Jerusalem, the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is 
and the k‘a¬t‘agans. The Ïa@aÏa…is (k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is, literally ‘citizens, city dwellers’) are the 
indigenous armenophone inhabitants of the Armenian Quarter. Until recently, isolated groups of 
speakers were also to be found in nearby areas of Israel, most notably Jaffa.. The k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is 
live outside the monastery walls, and attend the Surb Hreštakapeta… (Surp 
Hreßdagabedac‘) church. The ga@†akans (k‘a¬t‘agans, literally ‘[im]migrants’), on the other 
hand, attend services at the cathedral of Saint James. They came more recently to Jerusalem from 
various reaches of the Ottoman empire, for the most part immediately following the Genocide of 
1915-1920. In the period immediately after their arrival they were referred to by the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is 
as zuwar, the Arabic word for ‘visitors’. The k‘a¬t‘agans in turn are reported to have labelled the 
k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is as p‘is arab ‘dirty Arab’. The two groups each remained wary of the other for some 
time, and in fact did not intermarry on a significant scale until after World War II. Relations 
subsequently improved; k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is are now fond of saying: 
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ga@†akannerå ga…in ekan a®an… vartik, e@an mardik  
k‘axt‘agannerå k‘ac‘in yegan a®anc‘ vardig, ye¬an mart‘ig1 
‘the immigrants went around without underwear, [but] became men (i.e. made something of 
themselves)’ 
 
The three varieties of Armenian that we find among these two groups can be summarized as in 
(1). 
 
(1) The three varieties of Jerusalem Armenian 

i. The traditional dialect of the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is. 
 

ii. The language spoken by the k‘a¬t‘agans. This dialect is not an assortment of regional 
Armenian dialects from Turkey, but rather a unique melange of linguistic elements 
drawn from standard Armenian, the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect, Turkish, and a number of 
Turkish Armenian dialects. Jerusalem Armenians are quite aware of the distinction 
between k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i and k‘a¬t‘agan Armenian, and typically know (at least passively) 
the word for a given object in both dialects. 
 

iii. The variety of “standard” Armenian spoken by more educated and younger Jerusalem 
Armenians, which is distinct from the standard Armenian prescribed in the grammar 
books and displays fewer Arabic and Turkish influences than the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i and 
k‘a¬t‘agan dialects. 

 
Each of the three varieties of Armenian described above is quite distinctive. Consider for 
example the lexical variations in (2): 
 

                                                 
1 Vartuhi Hokeyan mentions a variant ekan pala vartik, e@an mer vray mardik yegan bala 
vardig, ye¬an mer våra mart‘ig. The use of ‘without underwear’ here may well have a literal 
value (it is possible that many of the refugees actually arrived without underwear), but may also 
function as a pun; compare the use of anvardig in some dialects in the sense of ‘idle, without 
purpose’ (cf. Gabikean 1952:68). 
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(2) “Standard”2 K‘a¬ak‘ac‘i K‘a¬t‘agan gloss 
 gurjk‘ sáder döß (sheep) breast 
 voç‘ voç‘ heç‘ no(ne) 
 liart‘ k‘ibdi sev Àiyer liver 
 ånguyz Àoz Àeviz walnut 
 ga¬amp‘ mälfuf lahana cabbage 
 gogort‘ al÷ bo¬az throat 
 hoviv ra/i ç‘oban shepherd 
 xanjarur bu/Àe boxç‘a3 swaddling clothes, wrapper 
 azadk‘e¬ ba÷dunes ma¬danos, parsley 
   maydanoz 
 go¬ov,  sep‘et‘ säp‘ät‘ basket 
 zamp‘yu¬ 
 
One can observe in (2) that the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i forms are generally—but not always—from Arabic, 
and the k‘a¬t‘agan forms are generally from Turkish. Crucially, however, the use of Turkish 
forms is not sufficient to identify a speaker as k‘a¬t‘agan and the use of Arabic forms is not 
sufficient to identify a speaker as a k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i, because each dialect contains both Arabic and 
Turkish loans. (Kaghakac‘is for example use only the Turkish expression ßeßpeß ßeßbeß4 for 
‘cross-eyed’; they have not heard the Standard Armenian form ßil ßil; see section 3.2 for further 
discussion of the use of Turkish forms by k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is.) 
 As with any language or dialect there is also significant idiolectal (individual) variation, 
as can be seen in the following inventories of terms for basic lexical items (capital letters refer to 
specific k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i informants): 
 
(3) ‘bathroom’:  ßißmê  ßißme  (AZ) 
  pêtÏaran  bedk‘aran  (AZ) 
  mäßxaxa  mäßxaxa  (GH) 
  pêy† mayi  bet‘ mayi  (GH) 
  Ïänäf  k‘änäf  (AM) 
  Hamem  ¾amem  (YE) 
 ‘key’:  ballinÏ  p‘allink‘ (AT, AZ) 
  balani  p‘alani  (GH) 
  mufdäh  muft‘ä¾ (YD) 
  [compare the k‘a¬t‘agan form p‘alhak‘] 

                                                 
2 I am not actually sure of all of the forms in the Jerusalem “standard” column, because in my 
fieldwork I have focused on collecting k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i and k‘a¬t‘agan forms. Some of the “standard” 
forms (such as gurjk and gogort) I have had to fill in myself based on Standard Western 
Armenian; I have not yet been able to confirm that these are the forms used by Jerusalem 
Armenians when speaking “standard”. 
3 One informant (AZ) noted that boxça was also used by k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is in the sense of ‘package’. 
He hypothesized that k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is used the Turkish (as opposed to Arabic or Armenian) form in 
this case because in the old days they had to go to the Turkish bath to bathe. 
4 Persian ßäß ‘six’ + Turkish beß ‘five’. 
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One of the central goals of my ongoing study of the Jerusalem dialects is to identify the non-
standard features of each variety that have a specific regional distribution among the traditional 
Armenian dialects. (The form p‘allink‘ for ‘key’, for example, also occurs in the dialects of 
Hadjin, Suczawa, Istanbul, and Diyarbakir; p‘alani is not found elsewhere, but the Eastern 
dialects of Erevan, New Julfa, and Agulis have very similar forms augmented by the old plural 
suffix -k‘ (Adjarian 1971:405).) By identifying the dialectal antecedents of the Jerusalem dialect, 
I hope to localize the main streams of Armenian immigration into the Holy Land, and determine 
which of these were most influential in the formation of the new koine of the Armenian 
immigrants. 
 In this paper I concentrate on the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect, the variety generally associated with 
the Jerusalem Armenians, and also the variety in the most immediate danger of dying. The 
k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect is currently spoken by at most a handful of older Armenians, but the majority 
of Armenians who have either lived in Jerusalem or visited it are familiar with its distinctive 
features, which are generally identified as “sing-song” intonation, protraction of stressed vowels, 
and extensive borrowing and calquing from Arabic. 
 
1.1. Sociolinguistic situation and prognosis 
In order to understand the structure of the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect it is important to know the historical 
and sociolinguistic context in which it developed and currently exists. As is well known, 
Armenians have resided in Jerusalem since the third or fourth century  (though our first written 
records are from the fifth century), when they started coming as pilgrims following their 
conversion to Christianity. This initial influx would have been solidified by the foundation of the 
Armenian patriarchate of Jerusalem in the seventh century, and augmented by merchants and 
artists. (For further details see Thomson 1985.) A large number of Armenians (approximately 
one thousand) apparently came to Jerusalem with the Crusaders in the twelfth century; 
presumably these Armenians came primarily from Cilicia and northern Syria. 
 Various Arabic-speaking countries controlled Jerusalem until 1517, when the Ottoman 
Turks assumed control; Jerusalem remained under Ottoman dominion until 1918. According to 
Simeon the Pole only twelve Armenian families were to be found in Jerusalem in 1616; it is 
therefore possible that whatever Armenian dialect had been formed in Jerusalem prior to that 
point may not have survived and thus may not be the direct ancestor of the modern dialect. 
Armenian immigrants in subsequent centuries would most likely have come from within the 
Ottoman Empire, and therefore would have been from Western rather than Eastern Armenia. 
 Jerusalem subsequently fell under British rule from 1918-1948, after which the city 
became part of the state of Israel. Since that time the Armenian community has been surrounded 
primarily by speakers of Hebrew, Arabic, and English. The fall of the Soviet Union in 1990 and 
the subsequent troubles in the Republic of Armenia have produced a flood of immigration of 
Eastern Armenians, bringing with them varieties of Eastern Armenian. 
 Given these historical influences, we expect that the Jerusalem dialect might contain 
elements of: 
 
 Western Armenian dialects (from the Crusader-era immigration from Cilicia and Syria, and 

Ottoman-era immigration from Western Armenia) 
 Arabic  (from the period of Arab dominion up to 1517 as well as the subsequent centuries, in 

which Arabic remained the dominant language in Jerusalem) 
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 Turkish (from the period of Ottoman rule, 1517-1918) 
 English (from the period of British rule, 1918-1948) 
 Hebrew  (from the period of Israeli rule, 1948-present) 
 Eastern Armenian (from the influx of ex-Soviet refugees, 1990-present) 

 
 With the exception of English, Hebrew, and Eastern Armenian, these are exactly the 
elements we find, as I detail below. English and Hebrew have exerted little or no influence on 
the Jerusalem dialect because of their recent appearance on the scene and relatively small 
number of speakers in the area (though it should be mentioned that many contemporary 
k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is are quite fluent in English.). An 1839 article on Jerusalem in the Smyrna Armenian 
journal Ítemaran mentions that very few Jews were to be found in Jerusalem, for example, and 
one must bear in mind that Hebrew only began to be spoken in large numbers after 1948, though 
technically it had been revivified decades earlier. The k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect is also devoid of 
Eastern Armenian influence, which is not surprising given that most k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is had never even 
heard Eastern Armenian until the 1990s. 
 Turning to the status of the dialect today, Jerusalem presently contains approximately 
1000 local Armenians (i.e. k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is) and 3000 other Armenians (Azarya 1984:177). The 
numerical superiority of non-k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is has played a major role in the decline of the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i 
dialect, as have the T‘ark‘manç‘ac‘, Mxit‘arean, Araradean, and Vaspuraganean schools, which 
since the middle of the nineteenth century (beginning with the creation of the T‘ark‘manç‘ac‘ 
school in 1867) have been central forces in promoting Standard Western Armenian at the 
expense of the local dialect. The dialect moreover was severely disrupted by the events of 1918, 
1948, and 1967. Ongoing emigration to the West, spurred in large part by the loss of Armenian 
homes and property in Israel in 1948 and 1967, combined with large-scale immigration from the 
Armenian Republic, have decimated the dialect.  
 At this point the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect is in immediate danger of disappearing; to the best of 
my knowledge only one completely fluent native speaker remains, and the fact that she lives in 
New York virtually guarantees that the dialect will not be passed on to future generations. 
Approximately 10-15 elder members of the Jerusalem community feel somewhat comfortable 
speaking the dialect; five individuals or so can speak it quite well but stress that it is not their 
native dialect; and many more in Jerusalem and elsewhere know a few words, phrases, and jokes, 
and are able to imitate the intonational pattern of the dialect. Given the present situation, the 
dialect will have no fluent or even semi-fluent speakers left in 10-20 years. In fact, the entire 
community itself is in immediate danger of disappearing—the wealthy move into other parts of 
Jerusalem, and the closed environment in the Armenian Quarter spurs many to move to Beirut or 
the West. 
 For this reason it is imperative to document the language and culture of the Jerusalem 
Armenians as soon as possible. It is particularly essential that extensive audio recordings be 
made, as these provide the only means of preserving the distinctive intonation patterns of the 
dialect. 
 
2. Linguistic features of the K‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect 
With these preliminaries in hand, let us now turn to more detailed examination of the linguistic 
features of the dialect. As stated above, the features most often noticed by individuals familiar 
with the dialect are the large-scale Arabic influence on the vocabulary and the unique 
intonational structure, the latter of which is itself claimed by some to be a result of Arabic 
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influence. Perhaps the most commonly cited illustration of the dialect is the question ‘would you 
like to eat yoghurt (with) sliced cucumber, (srpazan)?’, which I have heard in the following 
forms: 
 
(4) a. Àardem ƒiar kutes macun ç‘art‘em xiar gudes majun [AM] 
 b. Àardem Ïezi xiar kutes ç‘art‘em k‘ezi xiar gudes [VH] 
 c. Àardem Ïezi kutes xiar ç‘art‘em k‘ezi gudes xiar [A] 
 d. xiar srbazan Àardem kutes xiyar sårp‘azan ç‘art‘em gudes [CD] 
 
The variants in (4) demonstrate that this seemingly simple question does not have a consistent 
form; the key for those describing the dialect seems to be that the word order be different than in 
Standard Western Armenian (where kezi needs to precede xiar unless it the addressee who is 
being cut), that the non-standard form xiar ‘cucumber’ be used instead of its Standard equivalent 
varung, and that the characteristic k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i intonation be employed. All of these differences 
are felt to be hallmarks of Arabic influence, but this generalization is problematic. Of the word 
orders in (4), only (4a) would be standard in Arabic; compare the Arabic equivalent in (5). 
 
(5) färämt Œäl xiar äkält äl läbän 
 
As for the vocabulary, it is not entirely clear that xiar is borrowed directly from Arabic, as it is 
also employed in Turkish dialects and most of the nonstandard Armenian dialects. 
 Finally, it is not clear that the characteristic k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i intonational pattern is borrowed 
from Arabic. I return to this issue in section 3.1.2. 
 
2.1. Pronunciation 
Though the dialectological merits of the above example remain somewhat unclear, there are 
many other features of k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i pronunciation that can be linked to other varieties of 
Armenian. In the realm of vowels, we find that many k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is metathesize the iw diphthong 
(originally pronounced [iw]) to [uy] in preconsonantal position, as in jiwn ‘snow’ > …uyn c‘uyn 
‘snow, ice’; miws ‘other’ > muys muys. (Speakers of Standard Western Armenian generally 
pronounce this diphthong as either [yu] or [ü] before a consonant.) The metathesis to [uy] is also 
found to a limited extent in other dialects (e.g. Istanbul), but I do not know of any dialect that 
systematically employs this treatment of iw. 
 The k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i treatment of diphthongization with proclitics also finds parallels in other 
nonstandard forms of modern Armenian. Whereas word-initial o- diphthongizes to vo- (cf. or 
vor ‘which, that’), it remains unchanged following the imperfective proclitic g-: k’oroßem ‘I 
decide’ → goroßem, not *gå voroßem, which we find in Standard Western Armenian. The 
absence of diphthongization in this situation is common in spoken and dialectal Armenian, but as 
with the behavior of iw it is difficult to identify specific regional antecedents for it. 
 We can infer that for at least some k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is original e became i, judging by the forms 
hrißtagabed (Standard hreßtakapet hreßdagabed ‘archangel’) and iric‘gin (Standard erê…kin 
yerec‘gin ‘priest’s wife’) mentioned by Rose 1993. Raising of e to i in hreßtak ‘angel’ is fairly 
common in the Armenian dialects, appearing in Tiflis, Alashkert, Mush, Agn, Istanbul, Rodosto, 
Sivas, Hamshen, Karabagh, Nor Naxichevan, and Zeytun (Adjarian 1977:135). The iric‘gin form 
is also quite common; compare Axaltsxa and Erzerum iri…kin iric‘kin, Zeytun, Agn, Aslanbek, 
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Xarpert, Istanbul, Rodosto, Sivas, and Ankara irisgin, Suczawa iric‘g‘in (Adjarian 1973:53; it is 
also common in spoken Western Armenian). 
 Vowel harmony can be observed in the speech of some k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is: in the Armenian 
Quarter I have heard forms such as putu@ budu¬ ‘fruit’ (Standard ptu@ bådu¬) and dudum 
tutum ‘pumpkin’ (Standard ddum t‘åt‘um). In all such cases an original schwa (å) assimilates the 
quality of the vowel in the following syllable. This process is actually fairly common in spoken 
Turkish Armenian, such as one hears in Istanbul; for this reason, I suspect that it is also 
employed by the k‘a¬t‘agans (though I have been unable to confirm this). 
 Two other vocalic changes can be identified that are restricted to particular 
morphological environments. The third person singular copula ê ‘is’ becomes a, as in Erevan and 
numerous other Armenian dialects; this particular change does not apply to any other instances 
of original ê. It should be noted that the a form is also employed by younger speakers; it is not 
clear whether this represents an isolated survival of the traditional k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect, or rather an 
independent importation into contemporary Jerusalem Standard Armenian from a different 
dialectal source. Another irregular vocalic change that is quite widespread in other forms of 
Armenian (e.g. Beirut Armenian) is the (optional) deletion of the final i of the future proclitic 
bidi, which k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is typically pronounce as [bid], as in bid das ‘you will give’ (cf. Standard 
Western piti tas bidi das). 
 Perhaps the most striking aspect of the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i vowel system is the extreme 
lengthening of the vowel that bears the sentential stress, as in: 
 
(6) aysor mezi piti gaaaas  
 aysor mezi bidi k‘aaaas  
 ‘will you come to visit us today?’ 
 
This example was related to me by Madeleine Habosian; she also provided an anecdote 
involving a set of k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is living outside the Vank (as St. James monastery is called by 
locals). A priest from the Vank goes to their house to visit. Because the day is extremely hot, the 
k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i hostess says to the priest: 
 
(7) hayr suuurb berem Ïezi ankê or kånê fåß-fåß 
 hayr suuurp‘ p‘erem k‘ezi ange vor gåne fåß-fåß?  
 ‘Holy father, can I bring you some of that [drink] that goes fizz fizz [i.e. a soda]’? 
 
Note in examples (6) and (7) that it is only the vowel bearing sentential stress that lengthens; the 
stressed vowels of other words in the sentence are not noticeably longer than in other varieties of 
Armenian. 
 Turning to the consonantal system, we find that k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is frequently deaffricate the 
original Armenian affricates when not preceded by a vowel, as in sex for …ex c‘ex ‘mud’ and 
zagic‘in for cake…in jagec‘in ‘they punched holes’. This is characteristic of Armenian 
pronounced with a Turkish accent, and of the Armenian dialect of Ayntab (for further discussion 
see Vaux 2000). 
 The Jerusalem dialect also differs from Standard Armenian in its word for ‘grape’, which 
is xavo@ xavo¬ for some speakers and xavox xavox for others (cf. Standard xa@o@ xa¬o¬). The 
replacement of original ¬ by v in this word is found in almost all of the modern dialects, and 
hence is not a useful diagnostic for the regional origins of the Jerusalem dialect. 
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 The pronunciation of the stops and affricates identifies the Jerusalem dialect as a member 
of the same Western group as Standard Western Armenian and Malatia (Gharibyan’s group 5; cf. 
Pisowicz 1976). 
 
(8) Classical SWA Jerusalem gloss 
a. gas k‘as k‘as come-2sg. 
b. tas das das give-2sg. 
c. t‘as t‘as t‘as cup 
 
2.2. Vocabulary 
The lexicon of the Jerusalem dialect confirms the Western grouping, being replete with Western 
forms such as hawki† havgit‘ ‘egg’ (cf. Eastern ju ju) and mêk meg ‘one’ (cf. Eastern mi mi). 
The morphology is similarly Western, employing familiar features unknown in the Eastern realm 
such as the irrealis clitic nê ne (commonly thought to be borrowed from Turkish, but actually of 
Middle Armenian origin; see section 3.1.3 for an example) and the progressive clitic kor gor (as 
in inæu kå xósis kor hets inç‘u gå xosis gor hedås ‘why are you speaking with me?’). 
 Another morphological construction that has parallels in nonstandard Western dialects is 
the imperative of monosyllabic verbs, which k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is prefix with u: u gas u k‘as ‘come 
(here)!’ (SWA hos ekur hos egur), u tas u das ‘give!’ (SWA tur dur). I do not know of any 
other dialect that employs u- in this situation, but the Tigranakert dialects employs i- with 
monosyllabic infinitives (Haneyan 1978:104), and the older Istanbul dialect employs i- with the 
negative imperfective of monosyllabic verbs (Kazanjian 1924:214). 
 One also finds features that are widespread in spoken modern Armenian, but are not 
employed in the standard language; I have provided some examples in (9). 
 
(9) K‘a¬ak‘ac‘i Standard gloss 
 vodk‘ås gå c‘avi sårunk‘ås gå c‘avi my leg hurts5 
 ±am yege¬ec‘i church [VA] 
 ßuk‘ åsdver, ßuk‘ shadow 
 xosal xosil speak 
 desnal desnel see 
 yerev(n)al6 yerevil appear  
 onk‘ honk‘ eyebrow (some speakers use both forms) 
 
Other lexical features of the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect appear to be relatively widespread in dialects, but 
we do not know their precise distribution. Such is the case with båzdålig ‘small’, corresponding 
to Standard pztik båzdig ‘small’; Adjarian (1979:77) mentions that this form occurs in other 
dialects of modern Armenian but does not specify which ones. (I know it to be used by some 
Istanbul Armenians.) I have summarized several other forms of this type in (10). 
 

                                                 
5 Note here that vodk does not just refer to the foot. This more general use of the ‘foot’ word to 
refer to the entire leg is found in many languages across the world, including Russian and 
Modern Greek. 
6 As in va@å es Ïezi k’erewnam va¬å yes k‘ezi gerevnam ‘I’ll see/visit you tomorrow’. 
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(10) K‘a¬ak‘ac‘i Standard gloss 
 urde¬ ur where 
 danis  danik‘ roof 
 gåzmårt‘el gåsmåt‘el pinch (v) 
 gåzmårdel  
 ÀåmÀugel 
 ÀåmÀågel7 
 håramayec‘ek‘ hårammec‘ek‘ said when inviting someone to enter 
 ink‘å gålla andesagen ye¬er e, said when someone goes crazy 
  anonc‘me ye¬er e      (literally ‘he becomes himself’) 
 badårdåvaj vosp k‘aßaj vosb string beans 
 sem  ßem(k‘) threshold 
 bur¬ul bul¬ur boiled, dried, and cracked wheat 
 fåß-fåß fåßßal, fåßfåßal fizz(ing); the sound made by a steam locomotive 
  (spoken Std.) 
 
2.3. Sayings 
The Jerusalem community appears to possess its fair share of distinctive sayings. The following 
was shared with my by two elderly k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i women: 
 
(11)  ays tari anjrewnerå êker en ßat 
 ßat horerå le…ver en lê†åmmó 
 karevoru†iwnå [i.e. ka®avaru†iwnå] åser ê Àurerå tapkêÏ u xmêÏ 
 
 ays dari anc‘revnerå eger en ßad 
 ßad horerå lec‘ver en let‘åmmo 
 garevorut‘yunå [i.e. ga®avarutyunå] åser e Àurerå dabk‘ek‘ u xåmek‘ 
 
 This year many rains came 
 They filled many holes to the brim 
 The government said “fry the waters and drink [them]!” 
 
Note the use of the Arabic expression let‘åmmo ‘to the brim’, and the Freudian slip of 
garevorut‘yunå ‘the important-ness’ in place of ga®avarut‘yunå ‘the government’. 
 I have not yet had the opportunity to work on the topic of sayings in detail and therefore 
unfortunately cannot offer any further examples here. 
 
3. Foreign influences on the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect 
Like all other varieties of Armenian, the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect has been profoundly influenced by 
the languages with which it has been in contact, most notably Arabic and Turkish. As one 
k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i observed to me, uzes æ’uzes, infil†rêy† k’ånen uzes ç‘uzes, infilt‘reyt‘ gånen ‘like 
it or not, they infiltrate [our Armenian]’. The k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect differs from other varieties of 
Armenian in the extreme degree of influence exerted by Arabic, however. 
 
                                                 
7 Compare k‘a¬t‘agan çimçikel ÀimÀigel. 
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3.1. Arabic  
The unusually large Arabic influence on the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect might initially seem odd, given 
that the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is traditionally spoke Arabic with an Armenian accent (Rose 1993), and that 
Turkish rather than Arabic was traditionally the prestige language among the Jerusalem 
Armenians (Apkar Zakarian, personal communication). Turkish prestige notwithstanding, 
though, Mr. Zakarian adds that at the end of nineteenth century the Armenians of Jerusalem 
often spoke Arabic at home; one suspects that they used Arabic on the street as well. 
 Why would the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is import Arabic elements into their Armenian, though? As a 
general rule, polylingual speakers are well aware of the distinctions between the different 
languages they control: given a word, the average Armenian bilingual in Armenian and Turkish 
(educated or not) can state correctly whether the word is Armenian or Turkish, for example. The 
layman’s favorite explanation for this conundrum is that polylinguals import words from one of 
their languages when they do not know or in the heat of the moment are unable to recall the 
proper word or construction in the language in which they are speaking at the time. 
 This explanation accounts for some cases of Arabic importation into Jerusalem 
Armenian, such as the use of çazar Àazar for ‘carrot’ (many Armenians do not know the 
Standard form, step@in sdeb¬in), mälfuf mälfuf for ‘cabbage’ (vs. Standard ka@amb 
ga¬amp‘)8, çóz Àoz for ‘walnut’ (vs. Standard ånkoyz ånguyz), and pntóq båndoq for ‘hazelnut’ 
(vs. Standard ka@in ga¬in). Careful reflection reveals, though, that this is not a complete 
explanation of the importation of Arabic influence into Armenian. A speaker may well know 
both the Arabic and Armenian forms but select the Arabic because it may be more appropriate in 
the situation at hand; if the Armenian equivalent has learned connotations, for example, a 
teenage boy speaking informally with his friends may well choose the Arabic equivalent to avoid 
appearing bookish or nerdy or excessively formal. Individuals speaking in Armenian may also 
choose to employ an Arabic form if they suspect that their interlocutors will not be familiar with 
the Armenian equivalent, or if there is no exact Armenian equivalent for the concept being 
invoked, as with hap hab ‘pill’ and mal†i malt‘i ‘type of bedsheet cloth’. The Arabic form may 
be more efficient than the Armenian equivalent in a given situation; it is easy to imagine 
conversational situations, for example, in which the shorter Arabic form kärkänd ‘lobster’ will 
be preferrable to its Armenian counterpart covayin xe…getin jovayin xec‘k‘edin. (The same 
holds for those Armenians who know the literary form t‘e¬ahad ‘pill’.) If one is speaking 
poetically or fancifully, the Arabic form may enable a rhyme or alliteration that is not possible 
with its Armenian synonym. There are many other factors of this sort that play a role in the 
selection of an Arabic word or construction over an Armenian one, but this enumeration should 
suffice to demonstrate that the popular memory-failure explanation is inadequate. 
 Another interesting aspect of the Arabic component in the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect is that it is 
based on the Jerusalem Palestinian dialect, not on Standard Arabic, as shown in (12). This makes 
perfect sense when we consider that the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is would have learned their Arabic at home 
and on the streets, rather than in school. 
 

                                                 
8 The k‘a¬t‘agans use the Turkish form (originally from Greek) lahana lahana. 
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(12) K‘a¬ak‘ac‘i Std. Arabic gloss 
 ÷awa¿i šiyäb clothing 
 dän ÷uÎun ear 
 Àoz zäw± double 
 beda bed, bî% egg 
 häÀe kîs, zåkîbä, ßäntä shopping bag 
 ¬eme sä¸abä cloud 
 
(It should be noted that most k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is know Armenian equivalents to the forms in (12); they 
are equally comfortable with using both the native and the imported Arabic forms in their spoken 
Armenian.) 
 Arabic influence on the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect takes many forms, including individual lexical 
items, code switching of entire phrases, pronunciation, word order, and calques. In the sections 
that follow I provide some examples of each type. 
 
3.1.1. Phrases 
The use of entire Arabic phrases within Armenian conversations, and of Arabic words with 
Arabic inflections inside Armenian phrases (different from the use of Arabic stems with 
Armenian inflections, which is treated in section 3.1.3), is quite common in the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i 
dialect. Some examples are provided in (13). 
 
(13) Arabic and hybrid Arabic-Armenian expressions employed in the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect 
a. ruHnä honäÏ ew inci åsaw apu EaŒup Ïezi ßat kå sirem... 
 ru¸nä honäk‘ yev inji åsav abu yaŒub k‘ezi ßad gå sirem... 
 ‘we went there and he said to me “father of Jacob I like you very much”...’ 
 
b. ar†n…aw, sksaw eå††äuap 
 art‘ånc‘av, åsgåsav yåt‘t‘äwab  
 ‘he woke and began to yawn’ 
 
c. uålät Hayuan 
 wåläd ¸aywan 
 ‘son of a beast!’ 
 
d. ƒót näfäs  
 xod näfäs  
 ‘be patient!’ (literally ‘take a breath’) 
 
e. ƒåråp pe†ak 
 xåråb bet‘ag 
 ‘may your house be destroyed!’ (a curse) 
 
f. ƒåråp tinak 
 ƒåråb dínag 
 ‘may your religion vanish!’ (apparently this is only said to Arabs) 
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g. Œarasni çimçe… inci  
 Œarasni ÀimÀec‘ inji  
 ‘(s)he/it bit me and pinched me’ (Œarasni and ÀimÀec‘ both mean ‘bite, pinch’, so this  
  phrase may be better translated as ‘(s)he/it really/repeatedly bit/pinched me’) 
 
h. tahåri pu±aHani  
 dahåri bu±a¸ani  
 ‘my back hurts’ 
 
3.1.2. Pronunciation 
When Armenians who have heard the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect are asked to describe it, the first thing 
they mention is normally its “sing-song intonation”, which many then go on to attribute to 
Arabic influence. The implication here is that Arabic has a lilting melodic intonational structure, 
whereas regular Armenian does not, and that the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is have imported the intonational 
system from their Arabic into their Armenian. 
 This “sing-song” label is unfortunately too nebulous to be useful. When one examines the 
cases in which this term is invoked by individuals describing a form of speech different from 
their own, it turns out that it means nothing more than “different from my own intonation 
system”, and does not describe any particular sort of intonation contour. One hears this label 
applied by laypeople to basically any language or dialect; I have heard “sing-song” used to 
describe the Van and Istanbul dialects of Armenian, for example, as well as many other 
languages I have worked on. The fact of the matter is that all languages have intonational 
systems; it is not the case that some languages have melodic structures and others do not. 
Humans typically do not notice the intonational idiosyncrasies of their own speech, though; what 
they notice is differences from their own system. This produces a scenario in which individuals 
believe they (and others who have the same intonational system) speak “normally” (i.e. without a 
special melody), whereas speakers of languages and dialects with different intonational systems 
speak with a distinctive melody. 
 What we can infer from this discussion is that the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect has a different 
intonational system than Standard Western Armenian; it is not, however, more or less melodic 
than SWA or any other language. At present I am not equipped to formalize the differences 
between the SWA and k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i intonational systems; significant phonetic and phonological 
work on both dialects will be required before we can begin to extract generalizations. 
 Even without such information we are able to evaluate the claim that the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i 
intonational system is borrowed from Arabic. The way to test this claim is to play recordings of 
the dialect for Arabic speakers and ask them whether the intonational patterns they hear are 
similar to what they would use in their own speech. I have carried out this experiment with 
several Arabic speakers, who universally replied that the intonation of the recordings was totally 
unlike that of Arabic. (These were speakers were not from Jerusalem, however.) We can 
conclude from this fact, together with the discussion above, that the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect has an 
intonation system different from that of Standard Western Armenian, but this intonational system 
is not borrowed from Arabic. 
 Another way in which the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i system of pronunciation may have been affected by 
Arabic is in the domain of vowel quality. My impression of the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i vowels e and o is that 
they are quite tense, resembling in this regard Arabic more so than Standard Armenian. I have 
not yet been able to confirm this impression with instrumental measurements of k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i, 
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SWA, and Palestinian Arabic vowels, though, so at this point the generalization will have to 
remain tentative. 
 
3.1.3. Vocabulary 
The number of Arabic loanwords in the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect is quite large. A representative 
sampling of Arabic loans commonly used in the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect is provided in (14). 
 
(14) K‘a¬ak‘ac‘i SWA gloss 
 ßorba abur soup 
 Àoz ånguyz walnut9 
 mißmiß jiran apricot10 
 xiar varung cucumber11 
 fasulya lup‘ia bean 
 ßamandar Àagånt‘e¬ red beet 
 ßäbraŒa — mixed nuts and seeds 
 båndoq ga¬in hazelnut12 
 fåsdoq, bisdäk‘ bisdag pistachio, peanut 
 näŒnä, nana, mananax ananux mint 
 Gayfe, qahve, ¿ahve surÀ coffee 
 maŒbara k‘erezman cemetery 
 saba¸ a®du morning 
 ßbin, ßibin gånk‘ahayr godfather 
 húshos miç‘ad bug, gnat 
 ŒurŒaŒa gårya turtle13 
 dik‘ ¸äbeß hånt‘gahav turkey 
 y¹xti14 k‘uyrås my sister, my dear 
 sek‘en moxir ashes 
 dayr gå®nag back (anatomical) 
 yaŒunt‘ xajnel bite 
 sader gurjk‘ breast, chest15 
 udfar ye¬ung nail, claw 
 bärd ba¬ cold (temperature) 
 måraßex harp‘ux cold (illness) 
 mai int‘älaÀe sa®, sa®aj ç‘ur ice 

                                                 
9 The k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is also use Àoz to mean ‘husband’; the same is true in Palestinian Arabic, which 
contains a synonymous form Àoz meaning ‘double’, and by extension ‘husband’. 
10 For further discussion of manifestations of this form in Armenian see Greppin 1986:67. 
11 See Greppin 1986 for further discussion. 
12 Some k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is use the Turkish form, fntåx fåndåx. 
13 Some k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is do not know the Standard form gårya. 
14 From Arabic yâ Œuxtî ‘o my sister’. One informant (AM) states that this expression can be 
used with addressees of either gender; another (HM) states that it can be used only when 
addressing women. 
15 One k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i reported that the k‘a¬t‘agans use the Turkish form döß for ‘(sheep) breast’. 
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 samak‘ c‘ug fish 
 k‘oyes lav good 
 ahdar gananç‘ green 
 ßa¿er maz, vars hair 
 Œaren godoß horn 
 ruk‘be jung knee 
 ¬ånuq viz neck 
 t‘aze t‘arm fresh 
 xars, xäs hazar lettuce 
 
Some loans are more subtle, employing transfer of the concept rather than the word itself; cases 
of this sort are called calques. A typical example is the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i use of †u@† t‘uxt‘ to refer to 
the grape or beet leaves employed to wrap dolma, as in xavoxi †ux† §a††e…in xavoxi 
t‘uxt‘ p‘at‘t‘ec‘in ‘they wrapped the grape leaves’. In Standard Armenian †u@† means ‘sheet of 
paper’; the word employed for dolma leaves is terew derev. The k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i extension of the use 
of t‘uxt‘ to ‘leaf’ is calqued on the Arabic waraŒ, which means both ‘sheet of paper’ and ‘leaf’. 
 Another example is c‘uyn, which as mentioned earlier corresponds to Standard Armenian 
c‘yun ‘snow’, but in the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect means both ‘snow’ and ‘ice’, as in berêÏ juynå 
p‘erek‘ c‘uynå ‘bring the ice [for a glass of o¬i]’. This is calqued on Arabic tälÀ, which is used for 
both ‘ice’ and ‘snow’. The expression Ïaßuac osp k‘aßvaj vosb (equivalent to Standard 
Armenian patrtuac/patrac osp badårdåvaj/badraj vosp) is also based on its Arabic 
equivalent. 
 Calquing is not restricted to nouns; in fact one of the most often-noticed features of the 
k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect involves the use of postpositions based on their Arabic equivalents. 
Armenians familiar with the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect are fond of citing examples such as the woman 
who sees the local priest visiting her neighbor and calls out mer vran al æe?s gar mer våran al 
ç‘es k‘ar ‘won’t you also come visit us?’. (A variant expression mer vrayov/vrayên an…ir mer 
vårayov/vårayen anc‘ir ‘stop by and visit us!’ is also common.) The point of interest here is that 
vray våra basically means ‘on’ in Standard Armenian, but in this context is used in the sense of 
French chez, approximately ‘to/in the home of’. The k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i usage is again a calque on the 
Arabic; compare expressions such as Œumru Œannä ‘walk over [to] us’, where the preposition 
roughly equivalent to ‘on’ is used in the same sense as våra above.  
 The k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is do not miss the opportunity to play on the possibilities allowed by this 
double entendre. One example is the popular joke in (15): 
 
(15) Mamas hiwand êr erêk; toÏ†or ekaw ew vray mna… minæew a®awot: 
 Mamas hivant‘ er yereg; dok‘t‘or yegav yev våra månac‘ minç‘ev a®avod. 
 ‘My mother was sick yesterday; a doctor came and stayed with [her] (literally ‘on [her]’) 

until the morning’ 
 
Again this construction is similar to the Arabic turn of phrase, as in dallata ¿al Œimmeh ‘he 
stayed with [literally ‘on’, here in the sense of ‘in the house of’] his mother’. 
 A play on a calque with similar bawdy possibilities takes place in the time immediately 
following the withdrawal of the British, when times were hard and the residents of the Armenian 
Quarter had to wait in line for flour, sugar, and so on. The man in charge of writing down the 
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names of the people in line is a priest. A k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i woman walks up to the priest and 
complains: 
 
 Asika i?næ ê têr hayr: Amenun xo†e…ir ew zis æxo†e…ir: 
 Asiga inç‘ e, der hayr? Amenun xot‘ec‘ir yev zis ç‘åxot‘ec‘ir. 
 ‘What is this, Father? You pushed everyone through the line except me!’ 
 
The priest responds: 
 
 Tikin, e†ê kargi kenas amen Ïezi al kå xo†em ±amanakd gay nê: 
 Digin, yet‘e gark‘i genas amen k‘ezi al gå xot‘em ±amanagåt‘ k‘a ne: 
 ‘Ma’am, if you stay in line I will push you through everything when your time comes.’ 
 
This anecdote plays on the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i calque of xot‘el (literally ‘pierce’) on its Arabic 
equivalent, as in leß mä ¸abbartni, which can mean both ‘why didn’t you push me through it?’ 
and ‘why didn’t you push it through me?’ The ambiguity here is exploited to produce a sexual 
double entendre: the priest may be pushing the woman through everything, or everything through 
the woman. 
 
3.1.4. Morphology 
As a general rule Arabic words are borrowed in a bare form, and suffixed with Armenian 
endings if necessary, as in dämaŒec‘in in (16) below, which contains the Arabic root dämaŒ 
followed by the Armenian third-person plural aorist ending of the e-conjugation, -ec‘in.  
 
(16) aæÏers täma¿e…in  
 aç‘k‘erås däma¿ec‘in  
 ‘my eyes were filled with tears’ 
 
The same process can be observed in (17), where the third-person singular aorist ending of the e-
conjugation, -ec‘, is suffixed to the Arabic root ¬uz ‘pierce’, equivalent to Armenian jagec‘. 
 
(17) ±ankotac16 Ïam må otÏå @uze… 
 ±angodaj k‘am må vodk‘å ¬uzec‘ 
 ‘a rusty nail pierced [his/her] foot’ 
 
Verbs can also be derived from Arabic bases by taking an Arabic stem and adding one of two 
Armenian auxiliary verbs: ållal to form certain types of intransitive verbs, and ånel in all other 
cases. An example of this type that I heard used while in the Armenian Quarter was pußux 
ånel bußux ånel ‘to urinate’. 
 Nouns behave in similar fashion to the process described in (16) and (17), as in çarn a 
Àarn a ‘(s)he’s my neighbor’, where the Arabic loan Àar ‘neighbor’ takes the Armenian definite 
article -n, or the saying pumeneru pês mi’ xósir bumeneru bes mi xosir ‘don’t say such a bad 
thing or bad things will happen’ (literally ‘don’t speak like owls’), where the Arabic noun bume 
                                                 
16 Compare Standard Western ±angotac ±ank‘odaj; as we find in many Armenian dialects, the 
k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i form has not undergone the devoicing of original /g/ after a nasal consonant. 
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‘owl’ takes the Armenian plural -ner- and the genitive -u. (It is notable that this saying does not 
employ the Armenian form of ‘owl’, bu p‘u. Harutyun Maranci (personal communication) 
reports that the same is true of Turkish Armenians, who use either bay¬ußi bes xosil ‘to speak like 
an owl’ (i.e. to say bad things), with the Turkish dialectal form of ‘owl’, bay@uß, or its Turkish 
equivalent baykuß gibi konußmak.) 
 
3.1.5. Word order 
As mentioned earlier, one of the features that Armenians notice about the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect is 
that its word order sometimes differs from that of Standard Western Armenian. Two examples 
that Armenians often cite are given in (18). 
 
(18) a. k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i ƒme?s Àur 
   xåmes ç‘ur 
  SWA Àur kå ƒme?s 
   ç‘ur gå xåmes? 
   ‘do/will you drink [some] water?’ 
 
 b. k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i Àardem xiar k’ute?s macun 
   ç‘art‘em xiar gudes majun? 
  SWA (varung Àardem) çaçux kutes 
   (varunk‘ ç‘art‘em) ÀaÀux gudes 
   ‘would you like to eat yoghurt with sliced cucumber?’ 
  
Departures from SWA word order of the sort in (18) are commonly claimed to result from 
Arabic influence. It is true that Arabic generally employs verb-initial word order, which 
corresponds to the order in (18a-b), but this generalization alone is not sufficient to account for 
the peculiarities in (18b). Further research will be required to identify the full range of ways in 
which k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i syntax differs from that of Standard Armenian, and to determine the extent to 
which these differences can be attributed to Arabic influence. 
 
3.2. Turkish 
We have just seen a variety of ways in which the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect has been influenced by 
Arabic. It is important to remember, though, that the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect contains a wealth of 
Turkish elements as well; one cannot simply state that the k‘a¬t‘agans use Turkish forms and the 
k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is use Arabic forms. Though the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is generally do not speak Turkish, we must 
remember that they lived under Ottoman dominion for four hundred years and may well have 
had ancestors who migrated from Turkish Armenia. As a result it is not at all surprising that their 
dialect contains numerous Turkish words, some of which are provided in (19). 
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(19)  K‘a¬ak‘ac‘i Turkish SWA gloss 
 p‘åç‘ak‘ båçak t‘anag knife 
 baÀak‘ baÀak yerank‘ thigh 
 t‘enÀere tenÀere dabag (sauce)pan 
 sise® yaxni yahni17  — chickpea stew 
 sep‘et‘ 18 sepet go¬ov, zamp‘yu¬ basket 
 ç‘iß(ig) ånel çiß etmek mizel to pee (used for small boys) 
 ißte ißte aysbes (?) now, thus 
 sabaht‘an sabahtan19 a®dåvan, a®avodyan in the morning 
 dondurma dondurma ba¬ba¬ag ice cream 
 bebek‘ 20 bebek manug baby 
 p‘at‘at‘es patates k‘ednaxånc‘or potato 
 yani yani ays ink‘ån that is, i.e. 
 
 The extensive interaction between Turkish and Arabic often makes it difficult to identify 
the particular source language of a k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i form. In some cases it is clear—p‘at‘at‘es, for 
example, where we know the Arabic form is batata—but in some cases matters are more 
obscure. Yani, for example, resembles the Turkish form yani more than the Arabic yaŒni, but it is 
conceivable that the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is might have borrowed the form directly from Arabic and then 
deleted the glottal stop Œ, which is not part of their native phonemic inventory. Mäzä ‘appetizer’ 
is also likely to have come from (dialectal) Turkish rather than directly from Arabic, judging 
from the use of -ä- rather than the -a- we would expect in an Arabic loan. Forms like zibil ‘trash; 
nothing’ and sini ‘round metal tray’ present greater dificulties, however, because these forms 
appear in both Arabic and Turkish. Some k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is also use the Arabic form izbäŒle for 
‘trash’, suggesting the possibility that zibil may instead be from Turkish, but this is not entirely 
clear. 
 A further subset of the putative Turkish loanwords descends originally from Persian, such 
as Àiger/Àiär ‘liver’ (one k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i mentioned that it was common for grandmothers to refer to 
children as Àiärås, equivalent to ‘my dear’), ßaß/ßeßbeß ‘squinty, cross-eyed; backgammon’, and 
pis ‘filthy’. In light of the history of the Jerusalem Armenians sketched at the beginning of this 
chapter, though, it is more likely that the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is imported these forms through Turkish 
rather than directly from Persian. 
 
4. Conclusions 
It should be clear from the discussion in this chapter that the Jerusalem dialect is still alive, in the 
sense that Jerusalem Armenians still speak in a distinct fashion, the most noticeable component 
of which results from extensive Arabic influence, but other parts of which come from Turkish, 
dialectal Armenian, or autochthonous innovation. It is essential to bear in mind, though, that the 
traditional k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i dialect is in immediate danger of disappearing; it is my sincere hope that 
                                                 
17 Meat stew with onions. 
18 The k‘a¬t‘agans use the Turkish dialectal form säp‘ät‘. 
19 The Turkish form is borrowed from Arabic, but we know that the k‘a¬ak‘ac‘i form is borrowed 
from Turkish rather than Arabic because of its use of the Turkish ablative suffix -tan. 
20 As in the sentence pêpêÏå §a††e…in Ïófêliyêyov bebek‘å p‘at‘t‘ec‘in k‘ofeliyeyov ‘they 
wrapped the baby in swaddling clothes’. 
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qualified scholars will take it upon themselves to work seriously with the elder k‘a¬ak‘ac‘is 
before it is too late. 
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